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Manganese is the second most used trace
mineral behind Zinc in soil nutrition. It has

multiple benefits to the plant as well the soil. It
impacts chloroplast formation and photosynthesis
in the plant anatomy and enzyme synthesis and

nitrogen metabolism in the soil. Mn+2 is the
primary form in which Manganese is absorbed by
plants. Mn+2 is transported to the root surface by
mass flow and diffusion through the soil followed
by uptake into the root. Muck soils are more likely

to show Mn deficiencies as Mn+2 is readily
chelated by organic molecules which makes the
Mn less available. Mucks with a pH above 6.5
can lead to Mn deficiency. Dry soils reduce the

availability of Mn due to lowered mass flow
through the soil. The combinations of cold and
wet soils cause Mn deficiency due to reduced

mineralization of the organic matter, reduced root
growth and reduced metabolic activity of the

roots.
Manganese is most available at a soil pH range
of 5 to 6.5. It can precipitate at high pH, lowering
Mn availability so deficiencies are most likely to

occur in high pH soils which would be calcareous
or over-limed soils. Soils under irrigation can also
be high in pH. At low pH’s Mn may become too

available and lead to toxicity in plants.
Mn tissue levels less than 20 ppm indicate a
deficiency. There is a wide range of optimal

levels from 30-200 ppm with over 300 ppm being
toxic. Typical application rates of Mn is 3 lbs per
acre. Achieving this rate requires the application
of 9.375lbs of Manganese Sulfate (MnSo4) per

acre. This equates to only 6 prills per square foot.
Given that there are toxic issues as well as
deficiency issues impacted by soil pH prilled

precision application is important. Applying Mn in
either 200lbs of prilled Gypsum or Lime increases
the accuracy from 6 prills to 37 per square ft. Use

Gypsum on higher pH soils and Lime on lower
pH soils.

 

 

Year-in and year-out precision application of
secondary and micronutrients improves the
bottom-line. Increasing nitrogen efficiency,

lowering input cost while increasing yields. Call
MK today to deploy the power of prilled precision

in your soil nutrient program.
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